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Introduction
Both supervised and unsupervised learning on graph struc-
tured data has made incredible progress in recent years.
However, benchmark graph datasets are limited to social
networks, citation networks, or bioinformatic datasets such
as protein-protein interaction. In this paper, we extend the
realm of graph benchmark dataset to computation graphs of
neural networks based on (Bennani-Smires et al. 2018). An-
alyzing computation graph has the potential to aid the au-
tomation of neural network architecture design. Other than
that, There are many other potential useful cases in other do-
mains. For example, in RL, different style of implementation
can often lead to significantly different results. In that case,
directly analyzing computation graphs can help identify the
underlying reason and ease the process of debugging. This
we left as future work for now.

Dataset
Inspired by (Bennani-Smires et al. 2018), we scraped ten-
sorflow model files using github API and further tag them
with associated meta data. However, in (Bennani-Smires et
al. 2018), they tagged those graphs by matching keywords

Figure 1: The left figure is the Tensorboard visualization of
the graph on the right.

in either the title or the description of the repository1. In this
paper, we further scraped the READMEs of those reposito-
ries as a corpus for keyword matching in order to increase
the number of labelled model files. Duplicate graphs from
the same repository are removed.

We can summarize the special properties of this dataset as
below:
• Rich meta data: These datasets not only contain basic

graph structure, node labels, and node attributes, they also
contains rich graph-level meta data such as the README
associated with every repository.

• Hierarchical representation: The node attribute NAME
gives graph instances a hierarchical representation(as
shown in Tensorboard).

• Direct Acyclic Graph: Existing graph classification
benchmark datasets2 are collected as undirected graph.
Nevertheless, computational graphs are inherently di-
rected acyclic graphs.

Gitgraph Dataset
We introduced a benchmark dataset for graph classification,
Gitgraph. For every graph instances in both datasets, ev-
ery node is associated with a label OP and an string iden-

1confirmed with the author
2https://ls11-www.cs.tu-dortmund.de/staff/

morris/graphkerneldatasets

NAME OP
0 Placeholder Placeholder
1 dropout/keep prob Const
2 dropout/Shape Shape
3 dropout/random uniform/min Const
4 dropout/random uniform/max Const
5 dropout/random uniform/RandomUniform RandomUniform
6 dropout/random uniform/sub Sub
7 dropout/random uniform/mul Mul
8 dropout/random uniform Add
9 dropout/add Add
10 dropout/Floor Floor
11 dropout/div RealDiv
12 dropout/mul Mul

Table 1: NAME and OP for graph nodes shown in Figure 1.

https://ls11-www.cs.tu-dortmund.de/staff/morris/graphkerneldatasets
https://ls11-www.cs.tu-dortmund.de/staff/morris/graphkerneldatasets


Figure 2: A random computational graph and four subgraphs visualized. This is a computational graph for reinforcement
learning(separate target networks). Note that subgraphs are disjoint in this dataset.

Listing 1: dropout code snippet

import t e n s o r f l o w as t f
x = t f . p l a c e h o l d e r ( ” f l o a t ” , shape =[ None , 1 ] )
t f . nn . d r o p o u t ( x , . 5 , name=None )

Table 2: Dataset statistics

Dataset Gitgraph
# of graphs 306
# of classes 3

# of nodes (avg.) 510.19
# edges (avg.) 758.98

# distinct node labels 246

tifier NAME; OP denotes the operation for the node and
NAME is the unique identifier for the node. Usually, we can
infer what modules that node belong to by inspecting its
NAME. For example, consider the following code snippet3
in Listing 1. The last line of code creates nodes with a pre-
fix of “dropout”. From table 1, we can infer that node 3-
8 forms a sub-module under the module “dropout” with a

3Tensorflow v1.4, Python 3.6

common prefix “random uniform”. This is also how Ten-
sorboard (Wongsuphasawat et al. 2017) group modules, as
shown in the left diagram of Table 1. The statistics of the the
dataset is summarized in Table 2 and we provide a visual-
ization of a random sample in Figure 2.

This dataset contains 306 tensorflow model
files(computational graphs), 88 of them are tagged Re-
inforcement, 119 are tagged Image, and 79 are tagged Text.
The keywords used to match those labels are reinforcement,
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nlp translation sentiment ner, and image respectively.

Gitgraph-stars Dataset
We introduced another benchmark dataset for regression on
graphs. For this dataset, we further web scraped the stars4 of
every github repository5. Ideally, to compare the stars of dif-
ferent repositories, we should consider the established time
of the repositories since repositories that exist longer may
accumulate more views. Nevertheless, most repositories get
the majority of their stars in a rather short period of time
(shortly after publication or public exposure) so we chose
not to further adjust it. This is inherently a regression prob-
lem but since the label may be noisy, we cn also discretize
them and formulate it into a graph classification task. If there
are multiple graph instances in a single repository, we picked
one at random.

This dataset contains 200 tensorflow models
files(computational graphs), and every single graph
comes from a different repository. 69 of them have below
5 stars, 61 of them have 6 to 20 stars, and 70 of them have
more than 20 stars.

Experiment and Results
We benchmark Gitgraph using existing graph-level repre-
sentation learning methods and supervised graph classifica-
tion methods.

Experiment Settings
10-fold cross validation is reported to make a fair compar-
ison. For unsupervised method, parameters of downstream
classifiers are independently tuned using training folds data
and best average classification accuracies are reported for
each method. Experiments are repeated 5 times. To ensure
fair comparison, the embedding dimension of our method
and all unsupervised methods are set to 512. For node em-
bedding methods, graph representation is obtained by av-
erage all node embeddings. The classifiation accuracies is
computed using LIBSVM (Chang and Lin 2011), and the C
parameter was selected from {10−3, 10−2, . . . , 102, 103}.

Baselines
We adopted these following baselines:

• Random guess

• Shortest Path Kernel (SP) (Borgwardt and Kriegel 2005)

• Weisfeiler-lehman Sub-tree Kernel (WL) (Shervashidze
et al. 2011)

• Graphlet Kernel (GK) (Shervashidze et al. 2009)

• graph2vec (Narayanan et al. 2017)

• subgraph2vec (Narayanan et al. 2016)

• graphSAGE (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017)

• KCNN (Nikolentzos et al. 2017)
4More specifically, the field watchers count in Github API.
5More specifically, stars accumulated before 2018-08-26

21:57:00

Results
Experiment results are shown in table 3.

Model Accuracy
Random guess 0.42± 0.13

Shortest path kernel OOM
Graphlet kernel OOM

WL kernel 0.73± 0.12
graph2vec 0.59± 0.10

subgraph2vec OOM
graphSAGE 0.69± 0.11

KCNN 0.77± 0.10

Table 3: Classification accuracy on Gitgraph dataset.
“OMR” is out of memory error.

Future work
The current label may be noisy as we annotate each compu-
tation graph simply by matching keyword to their metadata.
Furthermore, when we scraped data from github, we had no
quality control. Thresholding stars of the repository can be
a naive first step but we left it as future work.
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